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Abstract
In this paper, a novel method for facial expression recognition in dynamic facial images is proposed, which includes two stages of feature
extraction and facial expression recognition. Firstly, Active Shape Model (ASM) is used to extract the local texture feature, and optical
flow technique is determined facial velocity information, which is used to charaterize facial expression. Then, fusing the local texture
feature and facial velocity information get the hybrid characteristics. Finally, Multi-Instance Boosting model is used to recognize facial
expression from video sequences. In order to be learned quickly and complete the recognition, the class label information was used for the
learning of the Multi-Instance Boosting model. Experiments were performed in the JAFFE database to evaluate the proposed method. The
proposed method shows substantially higher accuracy at facial expression recognition than has been previously achieved and gets a
recognition accuracy of 95.3%, which validates its effectiveness and meets the requirements of stable, reliable, high precision and antiinterference ability etc.
Keywords: Facial expression recognition; Active Shape Model; Multi-Instance boosting

1 Introduction
Facial expression is the most expressive way humans
display emotions. It delivers rich information about human
emotion and provides an important behavioral measure for
studies of emotion and social interaction et al. Human facial
expression plays an important role in human communications. Facial expressions recognition based on vision
closely relates to the study of psychological phenomena and
the development of human-computer interaction. It is an
important addition to computer vision research at present,
and has numerous significant theoretic and practical value.
It has been widely applied in human-computer interfaces,
human emotion analysis, medical care and cure, public
security, and financial security, such as real-time video
surveillance, bank cryptography and so on.
Automatically recognizing facial expression has
recently become a promising research area. There are many
researches already carried out to recognize facial expressions from video sequence. Yeasin, M. et al. [1] trained
discrete hidden Markov models (HMMs) to learn the
underlying model for each facial expression from video
sequences. Morishima and Harashima [2] used emotion
space to recognize facial expression. Jabid, T. et al. [3] put
forward robust facial expression recognition based on local
directional pattern. Aleksic et al. [4] used facial animation
parameters and multistream HMMs for automatic facial
expression recognition. Edwards G J et al. [5] used the
Active Appearance Model (AAM) as a basis for face
recognition and obtained good results for difficult images.
Zhao and Pietikäinen [6] extended the LBP-TOP features to
multi-resolution spatio-temporal space for describing facial
expressions and used support vector machine (SVM)
classifier to select features for facial expressions recognition.
Shih et al. [7] combined 2D-LDA and SVM to recognize
*
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facial expressions. Matsugu, M. et al. [8] proposed a rulebased algorithm for robust facial expression recognition
combined with robust face detection using a convolutional
neural network. Shan et al. [9] empirically evaluated facial
representation based on local binary patterns (LBP) for
facial expression recognition in 2009.
Facial expression recognition based on vision is an
challenging research problem. However, these approaches
have been fraught with difficulty because they are often
inconsistent with other evidence of facial expressions [10].
It is essential for intelligent and natural human computer
interaction to recognize facial expression automatically. In
the past several years, significant efforts have been made to
identify reliable and valid facial indicators of expressions.
Wang L et al. [11] used Active Appearance Models (AAM)
to decouple shape and appearance parameters from face
images, and used SVM to classify facial expressions. In [12,
13], Prkachin and Solomon validated a Facial Action
Coding System (FACS) based measure of pain that could be
applied on a frame-by-frame basis. Most must be performed
offline, which is both timely and costly, and makes them illsuited for real-time applications. In [14], Zhang et al. combined the advantages of Active Shape Model (ASM) with
Gabor Wavelet to extract efficient facial expressions feature
and proposed ASM+GW model for facial expression recognition. Zhang [15] used supervised locality preserving projections (SLPP) to extract facial expression features, and
multiple kernels support vector machines (MKSVM) is used
for facial expression recognition. Methods described above
use static features to characterize facial expression, but these
static features cannot fully represent facial expressions.
However, evaluation results and practical experience
have shown that facial expression automatically technologies are currently far from mature. Many challenges are to
be solved before it can implement a robust practical
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where  is the number of training sample,  is the number
of predefined key feature points, si is Shape vector in training set X , which is concatenated by predefined and manual calibration  key feature points of horizontal ordinate
on the training images I i .
Then, all shapes in training set are aligned to the same
coordinate system by shape alignment algorithm, and get
feature set X  after alignment.

application. In this paper, we propose a method for automatically recognizing facial expressions from video sequences. This approach includes extracting facial expression
features and classifying facial expressions. In the extracting
feature, we use Active Shape Model (ASM) for facial local
texture feature and motion descriptor based on optical flow
for facial velocity features. Then, the two features are integrated, and facial expression is represented by hybrid feature.
Final, the Multi-Instance boosting model is used for facial
expression recognition. In addition, in order to improve the
recognition accuracy, the class label information is used for
the learning of the Multi-Instance boosting model.
Given unlabeled facial video sequence, our goal is to
automatically learn different classes of facial expressions
present in the data, and apply the Multi-Instance boosting
model for facial expressions categorization and recognition
in the new video sequences.
The paper is structured as follows. After reviewing related work in this section, we describe the facial expression
feature representation base on ASM model, optical flow
technique in section 2. Section 3 gives details of MultiInstance boosting model for recognize facial expression.
Section 4 shows experiment result, also comparing our approach with two state-of-the-art methods, and the conclusions
are given in the final section.
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Active Shape Model (ASM) [16] can iteratively adapt to
refine estimates of the pose, scale and shape of models of
image objects, and is a powerful method for refining estimates of object shape and location. González-Jiménez, D.,
& Alba-Castro, J. L. [17] built Point Distribution Models
(PDM) to derive from sets of training examples and identified the parameters. This model represents objects as sets of
labelled points. An initial estimate of the location of the model points in an image is improved by attempting to move
each point to a better position nearby. Adjustments to the
pose variables and shape parameters are calculated. Limits
are placed on the shape parameters ensuring that the example can only deform into shapes conforming to global constraints imposed by the training set. An iterative procedure
deforms the model example to find the best fit to the image
object. The steps can be briefly described as follows:
First, given a calibration facial key feature point training
set X .
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where Gij is the average texture, Gij is the texture vector
after the gray level information of j-th fixed point
normalizes in the i-th training image.

2.1 LOCAL TEXTURE FEATURE EXTRACTION



(3)

where X is the average shape, bs for the shape parameter,
ps is eigenvector of main component of transformation matrix, which is obtained by the training set of the eigenvalues
of the covariance matrix decomposition. Eigenvector of
main component reflects the main mode of shape change.
Any shape can be approximately expressed by the average
shape deformation, which is modeled by the shape parameter bs to sum several model weighted. 3 i  bi  3 i ,
i  1,2, ,  , where k is the eigenvalues of the covariance
matrix, k  k 1 , k  0, k  1, 2, , 2 l .
Finally, we calculate markov distance to determine the
best matching position by analyzing the gray information of
neighborhood.
Given local texture model:

Automatic facial expression recognition has many potential
applications in different areas of human computer interaction.
However, they are not yet fully realized due to the lack of an
effective facial feature descriptor. Deriving an effective facial
representation from original face images is a vital step for
successful facial expression recognition. Due to great changes
in the dynamic characteristics and lack of constraints, this
paper proposes ASM model for facial local texture feature
extraction and optical flow model for facial velocity features,
which can describe facial expression effectively.

1
i

(2)

these alignment shape are analysized by PCA, get the active
shape model as follow:

2 Facial expression representation
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where d gij  [ gij ,2  gij ,1 , , gij ,2k 1  gij ,2k ] , g ij is the gray
information of the i-th feature points, which is the gray level
of k points from each up and down along the normal
direction with feature points as the center, TGij is the covariance matrix.
Calculate markov distance as follow:

d (Gij )  (Gij  Gij )T (TGij ) 1 (Gij  Gij ) ,

(7)

where Gij is the normalized vector texture by sampling near
the j-th point of target search images.When d (Gij ) takes
minimum value, the corresponding point is the best candidate.
2.2 FACIAL VELOCITY FEATURE EXTRACTION

(1)

Emotion expression is far more varied. Optical flow-based
facial expression representation has attracted much attention
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[18]. According to the physiology, the expression is a
dynamic event, it must be represented by the motion
information of a face. So we use facial velocity features to
characterize facial expression. The facial velocity features
(optical flow vector) are estimated by optical flow model,
and each facial expression is coded on a seven level intensity
dimension (A–G): “anger”, “disgust”, “fear”, “happiness”,
“neutral”, “sadness” and “surprise”.
Given a stabilized video sequence in which the human
face appears in the center of the field of view, we compute
the facial velocity (optical flow vector)   ( x , y ) at each
frame using optical flow equation, which is expressed as:
I x x  I y y  I t  0 ,

where

Ix 

flow feature vector become a hybrid feature vector, which is
expressed as:

X ij   d ,  ,

,

( x, y, t ) is the image in pixel ( x, y) at time t, where
I ( x, y, t ) is the intensity at pixel ( x, y) at time t ,  x ,  y is

3 Multi-Instance boosting for facial expression
recognition

the horizontal and vertical velocities in pixel ( x, y ) . We can
obtain   ( x , y ) by minimizing the objective function:
2
C    2   (I   I t )2 dxdy ,

D

(9)

where there are many methods to solve the optical flow
equation. We use the iterative algorithm [19] to compute the
optical flow velocity：

 xk 1   xk 
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where X ij is the hybrid feature vector of each frame image,
d is local optical flow vector,  is contour vector.
Facial expressions are represented by the hybrid feature
vectors of local texture feature vector and optical flow
vector. Because facial expressions can be regard as motion,
the local optical flow features can describe facial expression
effectively, in addition to, local texture features can describe
the shape of facial movement information simply and
visually. Thus, the hybrid features have been shown to
perform reliably with noisy image sequences, and have been
applied in various tasks, such as expressions classification,
face recognition, etc.

(8)
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where k is the number of iterations, initial value of velocity
 x0   y0  0 ,  xk , yk is the average velocity of the
neighborhood of point ( x, y ) .
The optical flow vector field  is then split into two
scalar fields  x and  y corresponding to the x and y
components of  .  x and  y are further half-wave
rectified into four none-gative channels  x  ,  x  ,  y  ,
 y  so that  x   x    x  and  y   y    y  These four
nonnegative channels are then blurred with a Gaussian
kernel and normalized to obtain the final four channels  bx  ,
 bx  , by  , by  .
Facial expression is represented by facial velocity
features that are composed of the channels  bx  ,  bx  ,
by  , by  of all pixels in facial image. Facial expression
can be regard as facial motion which are important
characteristic features of facial expression, in addition to,
the velocity features have been shown to perform reliably
with noisy image sequences, and has been applied in various
tasks, such as action classification, motion synthesis, etc.
2.3 FACIAL EXPRESSION HYBRID FEATURE
REPRESENTATION
In order to improve the accuracy of facial expression
recognition, fusing local texture feature vector and optical
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After characterizing human facial expression, there are
many methods to recognize human facial expression.
Because human facial expression recognition can regard as
a Multiple Instance problem, we use the Multi-Instance
boosting algorithm to learn and recognize human facial
expression. The Multi-Instance boosting model has been
applied to various computer vision applications, such as
object recognition, action recognition, human detection, etc.
The Multi-Instance boosting framework is used to learn a
unified classifier instead of individual classifiers for all
classes in order to increase recognition efficiency without
compromising accuracy. Our approach is directly inspired
by a body of work on using generative Multi-Instance
boosting models for visual recognition based on the “bagof-words” paradigm. We propose a novel Multi-Instance
boosting framework, which learns a unified classifier
instead of individual classifiers for all classes, so that the
recognition efficiency can be increased without compromising accuracy.
3.1 DEFINITION OF MULTI-INSTANCE PROBLEM
Keeler, et. al [20] proposed originally the idea for the multiinstance learning for handwritten digit recognition in 1990.
It was called Integrated Segmentation and Recognition
(ISR), and it is the key idea to provide a different way in
constituting training samples. Dietterich et al.[21, 22]
proposed Multiple-Instance framework for the prediction of
drug molecule activity. Multiple-Instance Learning has
widely used in image classification [23, 24], human face
detection [25], etc. Definition of multi-instance is as follows:
Assume the set of class labels Ci  {0,1} ,  is the
instance space, multi-instance data set D  { X i , Ci }iN1 . The
instances are defined as {xk k  1, 2, , } in multiinstance data set D . All the instances in the positive bags
and negative bags is defined as D  and D  respectively,
where D  {xi  i  1, 2, , } , D  {x j  j  1,2, , } .
Given a bag X i , X i is a positive bag if at least one of
its instances is positive; otherwise, X i is a negative bag.
The multi-instance problem is a function. Its goal of
multi-instance is to learn a classifier based on instance.
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f ( xi ) : xi  h , xi   or a classifier based on bags.
F ( X i ) : X i  h , that correctly predicts the unlabeled bag.
Given two bags X i and X k (i  k ) , X i X k   .
In the multi-instance problem, each instance only
belongs to one specific bag. Namely, two different bags
cannot share the same instance.

is used as an example for the purposes of training. It is
suitable to represent the object by a bag of multiple instances
(non-aligned human face images). Then, Multi-Instance
boosting can learn that instances in the positive bags are
positive, along with a binary classifier [30]. In this paper,
Multi-Instance boosting is used for facial expression with
non-aligned training samples. The Multi-Instance boosting
for facial expression recognition proceeds as follows:
Input: Given dataset { X i , Ci }iN1 , X i is training bags,
where X i  {xi1 , xi 2 , , xij , , xiN } , Ci is the score of the
sample, and Ci  {0,1} . n is the number of all weak
classifiers. A positive bag contains at least one positive
sample, and C  max(Cij ) .
i
j
Pick out K weak classifiers and consist of strong
classifier.
Step 1: Update all weak classifiers in the pool with data
{xij , Ci } .
Step 2: Initialize all strong classifier: H ij  0 for all i , j .
Step 3: Calculate the probability that the j-th sample is
positive in the i-th bag as follows:
For k  1,2, , K do
For m  1, 2, , N do

3.2 BOOSTING ALGORITHM ANALYSIZE
Boosting algorithm is a mathematical model based on a
fuzzy rule system. A fuzzy rule system is defined as follows
by using the classical case at the beginning. In the classical
case, a rule is a function formulated with arguments coupled
by logical operators, yielding a logical expression and a
corresponding response. It is a semi-supervised learning
method [26]. The steps of boosting algorithm can be briefly
described as follows.
Assuming
the
training
sample
set
{( x1 , c1 ), ( x 2 , c2 ), , ( x n , cn )} , cn  c1 , , cl 
Give equal initial weights of each sample: i  1/ n , the
training sample set trains for  rounds of training and
obtains  fuzzy classification rules.
For t  1, 2, ,  Do
Under the current sample distribution, calculated the
corresponding weights of fuzzy rules as follows:

Pijm   ( Hij  hm ( xij )) ,
where Pijm  p (Ci xij ) 

1  1  E ( Rt ) 
 t  ln 
,
2  E ( Rt ) 

(12)

 (t ) e
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t Rt
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e
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t

t

Ri / ct  Ck

R ( x k ) ,

C m   i (Ci log pim  (1  Ci ) log(1  pim )) .



where xk is unknown sample, xk  x1k , x2k ,

(17)

End for
Finding the maximum m* from N as the current optimal
weak classifier as follow:

(14)

t

(16)

where Pi m  p(Ci | X i ) .
The likelihood assigned to a set of training bags is:

The category is obtained by the fuzzy classifier as
follows:
Cmax ( x k )  arg max Cm

1
.
1  exp(cij )

We calculate the probability that the bag is positive as
follow:

Update the sample weight as follows:
i

(15)

, xNk  .

m*  arg min m C m ,

(18)

The m* come into the strong classifier:

3.3 MULTI-INSTANCE BOOSTING FOR
EXPRESSION RECOGNITION
To improve the recognition efficiency, we combine Multiple-Instance and boosting to build Multi-Instance boosting
model. Multi-Instance boosting is one of the most efficient
machine learning algorithms. In Multi-Instance boosting,
training samples are not singletons, at the same time they are
in “bags”, where all of the samples in a bag share a label
[27]; Samples are organized into positive bags of instances
and negative bags of instances, where each bag may contain
a number of instances [28]. At least one instance is positive
(i.e. object) in a positive bag, while all instances are negative
(i.e. non-object) in a negative bag. In Multi-Instance
boosting [29], learning must simultaneously learn that
samples in the positive bags are positive along with the
parameters of the classifier. To obtain training samples, each
image is divided into LⅹL blocks. We treat each block in a
image as a single word w j and a image as a bag. Each block

hk ( x)  hm* ( x) ,

(19)

H ij  H ij  hk ( x ) ,

(20)

End for
Step 4: Output: Strong classifier which consist of weak
classifiers as follow:

H ( x)   k hk ( x) ,

(21)

where hk is a weak classifier and can make binary
predictions using sign( H K ( x)) .
In Multi-Instance boosting, samples come into positive
bags of instances and negative bags of instances. Each
instance xij is indexed with two indices, where i for the bag
and j for the instance within the bag. All instances in a bag
share a bag label Ci. Weight of each sample composes of the
weight of the bag and the weight of the sample in the bag.
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expression recognition with large amount of training data,
this will result in long training time. In this paper, we adopt
a supervised Algorithm to train Multi-Instance boosting
model. The supervised training algorithm not only makes
the training more efficient, but also improves the overall
recognition accuracy significantly. Each image has a class
labeled information in the training images, which is
important for the classification task. Here, we make use of
this class label information in the training images for the
learning of the Multi-Instance boosting model, since each
image directly corresponds to a certain facial expression
class on train sets.

The quantity of the samples can be interpreted as a
likelihood ratio, where some (at least one) instance is
positive in a bag. Pijm is the probability that some instance
is positive. So the weight of samples in the bags is Pijm . We
 log C m
, and get weight of the bags wij .
yij
Training in the initial stages is the key to a fast and
effective classifier. The result of the Multi-Instance boosting
learning process is not only a sample classifier but also
weights of the samples. The samples have high score in
positive bags which are assigned high weight. The final
classifier labels these samples to be positive. The remaining
samples have a low score in the positive bags, which are
assigned a low weight. The final classifier classifies these
samples as negative samples as they should be. We train a
complete Multi-Instance boosting classifier to achieve the
desired false positive rates and false negative rates. Retrain
the initial weak classifier so that a zero false negative rate is
obtained on the samples, which label positive by the full
classifier. This results in a significant increase in many
samples to be pruned by the classifier. Repeating the process
so that the second classifier is trained to yield a zero false
negative rate on the remaining samples.
For the task of facial expression recognition, our goal is
to classify a new face image to a specific facial expression
class. During the inference stage, given a testing face image,
we can treat each aspect in the Multi-Instance boosting
model as one class of facial expression. For facial

calculate: wij 

(a)

(b)

(c)

4 Experimental results and analysis
We studied facial expression feature representation and
facial expression classification schemes to recognize seven
different facial expressions, such as “anger”, “disgust”,
“fear”, “happiness”, “neutral”, “sadness” and “surprise” in
the JAFFE database. We verified the effectiveness of our
proposed algorithm using C++ and Matlab7.0 hybrid
implementation on a PC with Intel CORE i5 3.2 GHz
processor and 4G RAM.
JAFFE data set [31] is the most available video sequence
dataset of human facial expression. In this database, there
are seven groups of images by 10 Japanese women and a
total of 213 images, which are “anger”, “disgust”, “fear”,
“happiness”, “neutral”, “sadness” and “surprise”
respectively. The size of each image is 256×256 pixels in
the JAFFE database. Each face image was normalized to a
size of 8×8. Some sample images are shown in figure 1.

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

FIGURE 1 Example of seven facial expression images in JAFFE. (a) “anger”, (b) “disgust”, (c) “fear”,
(d) “happiness”, (e) “neutral”, (f) “sadness”, (g) “surprise”

In experiments, we chose 30 face images per class
randomly for training, 20 face images for testing in JAFFE.
These images were pre-processed by aligning and scaling,
thus the distances between the eyes were the same for all
images, and ensured that the eyes occurred in the same

coordinates of the image. The system was run seven times,
and we obtained seven different training and testing sample
sets. The recognition rates were obtained by average
recognition rate of each run.
In order to examine the effectiveness of our proposed
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facial expressions recognition approach, we used 150
different face images for this experiment. Some images
contained the same person but in different expressions.
There are seven facial expressions. They are “anger”,
“disgust”, “fear”, “happiness”, “neutral”, “sadness” and
“surprise” respectively. In experiments, we chose 150
samples per facial expression. The recognition results for
per-video classification are presented in the table 1.

We can see that the algorithm correctly classifies most
facial expressions, where “surprise” obtains recognition
accuracy of 98.7%, the recognition rate of “disgust” is to
97.3%. The recognition accuracy of “happiness” is to 96.7%.
Average recognition rate gets to 95.3%. Face image for
some expression changes are minor, some image expressions are compound expressions, So it is difficult to identify
accurately. Most of the mistakes are confusions between
“anger” and “sadness”, between “happiness” and “neutral”,
between “fear” and “surprise”. It is intuitively reasonable
that they are similar facial expressions.
To examine the accuracy of our proposed facial
expression recognition approach, we compared our method
with two state-of-the-art approaches for facial expression
recognition using the same data. The first method is
“AAM+SVM”, which used Active Appearance Models
(AAM) to extract face features, and SVM to classify facial
expression. The second method is “ASM+GW”, which used
Active Shape Model and Gabor Wavelet (ASM+GW) for
facial expression recognition. The results of recognition
accuracy comparison are shown in figure 2.

TABLE 1 Facial expression recognition results with different samples

150
150
150
150
150
150

correct
recognition
number
143
146
142
145
136
140

correct
recognition
rate(%)
95.3
97.3
94.6
96.7
90.7
93.3

150

148

98.7

facial
expressions

number of
samples

anger
disgust
fear
happiness
neutral
sadness
surprise

FIGURE 2 Recognition accuracy comparison of different method

In figure 2, we can see that AAM+SVM obtains average
recognition accuracy of 82.5%. The average recognition rate
of ASM+GW is to 88.7%. Our method is stabled to average
recognition accuracy of 95.3%. Our method has higher
recognition accuracy, lower error rate and performs
significantly better than the above two state-of-the-art
approaches for facial expression recognition. Because we
improved the recognition accuracy in the two stages of
facial expression features extraction and facial expression
recognition. In the stage of facial expression feature
extraction, we used local texture feature and motion features
that were reliably with noisy image sequences and hybrid
feature to describe facial expression effectively. In the stage
of expression recognition, we used Multi-Instance boosting
algorithm to classify facial expression images. Our method

performs the best, its recognition accuracies are satisfactory.
To examine the speed of our proposed facial expression
recognition approach, we compared our method with three
state-of-the-art approaches for facial expression recognition
using the same data. 200 different expression images were
used for this experiment, where some images contained the
same person but in different facial expression. The results of
detection speed comparison are shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2 Recognition accuracy comparison of different method
method
AAM+SVM
ASM+GW
SLPP+ MKSVM
Our method
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Number of
samples
200
200
200
200

Recognition
time(s)
2.87
2.62
2.18
1.65
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In table 2, we can see that AAM+SVM takes 2.87s, The
time of ASM+GW is to 2.62s, SLPP+ MKSVM need 2.18s.
Our method is only 1.65s. Our method has faster recognition
speed than the above three state-of-the-art approaches for
facial expression recognition. Because we improved facial
expression feature extraction, reduces the dimensions of the
feature, and improve the speed of recognition.

Zhu Shaoping

expression recognition. In our models, Multi-Instance and
boosting were used to create Multi-Instance boosting. We
proposed a new Multi-Instance boosting framework, which
recognized different facial expression categories. In addition, in order to improve the recognition accuracy, the class
label information was used for the learning of the MultiInstance boosting model.
(3) Experiments were performed on a facial expression
dataset in JAFFE and evaluated the proposed method.
Experimental results reveal that the proposed method
significantly improves the recognition accuracy, speed and
performs better than previous ones.

5 Conclusion
Facial expression recognition can provide significant advantage in public security, financial security, drug-activity prediction, image retrieval, face detection, etc. In this paper, we
have presented a novel method to recognize the facial
expression and given the seven facial expression levels at
the same time. The main contribution can be concluded as
follows:
(1) ASM model was used for local texture features
extraction. Optical flow model was used to extract facial
velocity features, then after fusing local texture features and
facial velocity features, we got hybrid features and to be
used for facial expression representation.
(2) Multi-Instance boosting model was used for facial
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